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NEW EXHIBITION AT THE MORGAN LIBRARY & MUSEUM
EXPLORES RARE LUXURY BOOKS OF THE MIDDLE AGES
Magnificent Gems: Medieval Treasure Bindings
September 8 through January 7, 2018
New York, NY, July 31, 2017 — Pierpont Morgan, the founding benefactor of the Morgan Library
& Museum, was drawn to the beauty of gems. He acquired and later gave away large collections
of valuable stones, including the legendary Star Sapphire of India to New York’s American
Museum of Natural History. He also became fascinated with medieval manuscripts bound in
jewel-laden covers.

Magnificent Gems: Medieval Treasure Bindings brings together for the first time the Morgan’s
finest examples of these extraordinary works. During the Middle Ages, treasure bindings were
considered extreme luxuries, replete with symbolism. On a spiritual level they were valued
because their preciousness both venerated and embellished the sacred texts held within. But the
bindings were also meaningful on a more material level, as the sapphires, diamonds, emeralds,
pearls, and garnets from which they were made served as evidence of their owner’s wealth and
status.

Jeweled Cover of the Lindau Gospels, France, ca. 875, gold repoussé Crucifixion and ten mourning figures, including
personifications of the sun and moon. Workshop of Charles the Bald, grandson of Charlemagne. On: The Lindau Gospels, in
Latin; Switzerland, Abbey of St. Gall, between 880 and 899. Manuscript on vellum. Purchased by J. Pierpont Morgan, 1901.
© The Morgan Library & Museum, MS M.1, fore edge. Photography by Graham S Haber, 2014.
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Opening September 8, 2017, Magnificent Gems features such masterpieces as the Lindau
Gospels (ca. 875), arguably the finest surviving Carolingian treasure binding. Also on display is
the thirteenth-century Berthold Sacramentary, the most luxurious German manuscript of its time.
In total, nine jeweled medieval works are presented, along with a number of Renaissance
illuminated manuscripts and printed books in which artists elaborately depict “imagined” gems.
On view through January 7, 2018, the exhibition is installed in the Morgan’s intimate Clare Eddy
Thaw Gallery, evoking the atmosphere of a medieval treasury.

“Pierpont Morgan’s collecting was shaped by three key concepts, an object’s beauty, its
craftsmanship, and its historical importance,” said Colin B. Bailey, director of the Morgan Library
& Museum. “Medieval treasure bindings meet these criteria in consummate fashion. The Morgan
is fortunate to hold some of the world’s finest examples of these works, and we are especially
pleased to bring them together in one gallery for the very first time.”

The Exhibition

The centerpiece of Magnificent Gems is the
unparalleled Lindau Gospels. The first jeweled
binding acquired by Pierpont Morgan, it was made in
the court workshop of Charles the Bald, grandson of
Charlemagne.

The dominant feature of its front cover is a gold
repoussé Crucifixion, with ten mourning figures
surrounding Christ. The architectural features of the
border allude to the Heavenly Jerusalem, the city
made possible by Christ’s sacrifice. The raised stones
in the borders and the tiny footstools protect the
delicate repoussé work when the book is open.

Jeweled Cover of the Lindau Gospels, France, ca. 875, gold
repoussé Crucifixion and ten mourning figures, including
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Pierpont Morgan, 1901. © The Morgan Library & Museum,
MS M. 1, front cover. Photography by Graham S Haber,
2014.

Morgan’s collections.
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Left: Jeweled cover with silver-gilt repoussé figures of Christ in Majesty and the symbols of the four evangelists, Continental work, last third of
the eleventh century. On: Gospels of Judith of Flanders, in Latin; Canterbury, England, ca. 1060. Manuscript on vellum. Purchased by J. P.
Morgan, 1926; MS M.709. Right: Ivory and silver gilt cover with ivory depicting St. Theodore: top: Etimasia flanked by archangels Raphael and
Gabriel; center: Sts. Peter and Paul; bottom: donor kneeling before Archangel Michael, flanked by Sts. Mark and Luke. Probably by a Greek
artist in Ravenna, eleventh century. On: The Sacramentary of Frontale, in Latin, Northeastern Italy, probably Ravenna, ca. 1050. Manuscript on
vellum. Gift of the Trustees of the William S. Glazier Collection, 1984. ©The Morgan Library & Museum, MS G.21, back cover. Photography by
Graham S Haber, 2017.

The manuscript was probably made in Canterbury around 1060, but its binding (left) with its
silver-gilt repoussé figures of Christ in Majesty and symbols of the four evangelists is likely
Continental work of the last third of the eleventh century. Many of the gems, especially those with
foil behind them, are nineteenth-century replacements added after the manuscript was acquired
by the Earl of Leicester.

Another highlight in the collection is the silver-gilt binding with an ivory plaque of St. Theodore
(right), which is more splendid than the manuscript within. The book, however, was regarded as
an important religious relic, presumably having belonged to two eleventh-century saints: Dominic
Loricatus, a hermit monk (d. 1060), and Peter Damian (d. 1072), his biographer. The central
medallion at the top represents the Etimasia (preparation), signified as an empty throne with a
book, symbolizing Christ’s Second Coming; it is flanked by two others with the Archangels
Raphael and Gabriel. The other medallions, moving clockwise, show St. Paul, St. Luke,
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Archangel Michael (with kneeling donor), St. Mark, and St. Peter. The twelfth-century binding may
have been made by Greek artists working in Ravenna.
The Abbey of Weingarten in what is now Germany flourished
under Abbot Berthold (r. 1200–32). He commissioned this early
thirteenth-century Sacramentary—the most luxurious German
manuscript of its time—as well as its splendid jeweled binding. At
the center is a depiction of the Virgin and Child, reflecting her
important cult at Weingarten. The twelve surrounding figures are
identified by inscriptions. In the corners are the evangelists and
their symbols. The other figures, arranged in pairs from top to
bottom, are archangels Michael and Gabriel, the virtues Virginity
and Humility, St. Oswald and St. Martin (the abbey’s patrons), and
Abbot Berthold and St. Nicholas. The cover has nearly one
hundred gems, although many are replacements.

The exhibition includes a number of manuscripts and printed
books with splendid illuminated depictions of gems that speak
to the stones’ transformative powers and to their associations
with saints and important historical figures.

A miniature by Maius from the Beatus of Liébana (ca. 945)—
one of the Morgan’s greatest medieval treasures— shows
John’s vision of the heavenly Jerusalem. According to
Revelations (21:2–22), the city was laid out following the ideal
square plan. It was made of pure gold with walls of jasper.
There were three gates on each side, attended by an angel
and the name of one of the tribes of Israel. Each of its twelve
foundations had the name of an apostle and was adorned
with a precious stone. The idea was based on the breastplate of
Aaron, Moses’s brother, which was embedded with twelve gems
each inscribed with the name of one of the tribes of Israel. The
stones were subsequently associated with the zodiac and the
months, ultimately leading to the concept of birthstones. Although
Beatus in his work did not specify which gems were associated
with the various apostles, they are paired in the illustration.

Top: Jeweled cover of the Berthold Sacramentary,
with statuette of the Virgin and Child in the center,
the four evangelists in the corners, and eight other
figures, including abbot Berthold himself. On: The
Berthold Sacramentary, in Latin, Weingarten
Abbey, Germany, ca. 1215-1217 , for Berthold,
abbot from 1200 to 1232. Manuscript on vellum.
Purchased by J. P. Morgan, 1926; © The Morgan
Library & Museum, MS M.710, front cover.
Photography by, Graham S Haber 2017.
Bottom: Maius (d. 968), Vision of the Heavenly
Jerusalem, Beatus of Liébana, Commentary on
the Apocalypse, in Latin; San Salvador de Tábara,
Spain, ca. 945. Manuscript on vellum. Purchased
by J. P. Morgan, 1919; The Morgan Library &
Museum, MS M.644, fol. 222v. Photography by
Janny Chiu, 2017.
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Girolamo da Cremona was one of the greatest illuminators of the fifteenth century and his last
dated work, a two-volume printed Aristotle of 1483, shows him at his peak. In addition to clusters
of jewels, there are now remarkable trompe-l’oeil
effects, as in his frontispiece for that work. Clusters of
gems seem to dangle in front of the page, while the
illusion of torn edges reveals an architectural monument
behind the page. The inscription on the monument’s
base proclaims the role of patron Peter Ugelheimer,
who “brought this Aristotle to the world.” Ugelheimer
was a Frankfurt nobleman and businessman. At the top
of the frontispiece, Aristotle converses with Averroës,
his Muslim commentator; at the bottom, satyrs conjure
classical antiquity. The volume has been called “the
most magnificent book in the world.”

Although trompe-l’oeil borders depicting realistic cut
flowers that cast shadows became popular in Flemish
manuscripts about 1470, depictions of gems, pendants,
and brooches were introduced later. Numerous
examples of these occur in manuscripts illuminated by
Simon Bening (1483/4–1561), the last great Flemish
illuminator. It is not clear if they carry any symbolic
meaning; they may just provide a bejeweled frame for
this miniature of St. Luke writing his Gospel (ca. 1515).
Luke, unusually, sits on his symbol, the ox. He became
the patron of painters’ guilds in the fifteenth century and
supposedly painted a portrait of the Virgin and Child,
the subject of the scene in the rear room.

Top: Girolamo da Cremona (active 1451–1483),
Aristotle seated before Averroës, his great Muslim
commentator: below, scenes with satyrs, putti, and
deer; Aristotle, Opera, in Latin, Venice, Italy, 1483.
Printed on vellum. Purchased by J. P. Morgan,
1919. The Morgan Library & Museum. PML 211945. Photography by Graham S Haber, 2012.
Bottom: Simon Bening (1483/4 - 1561), St. Luke
Writing his Gospel and Painting the Virgin; borders
with pearls, pendants, and brooches. Da Costa
Hours, in Latin, Ghent, Belgium, ca. 1515.
Manuscript on vellum. Purchased by J. Pierpont
Morgan, 1910. The Morgan Library & Museum, MS
M.399, fol. 113v. Image courtesy of Akademische
Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, Graz/Austria.
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Public Programs
GALLERY
TALK

Magnificent Gems: Medieval Treasure Bindings
William M. Voelkle, Senior Research Curator, Medieval and Renaissance
Manuscripts
Friday, September 22, 6pm
Friday, November 17, 1pm

LECTURE

Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts
Christopher de Hamel
In his newest book, Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts, world-renowned
manuscript expert Christopher de Hamel explores twelve illuminated manuscripts
including the Morgan Beatus. Join de Hamel for an illustrated lecture on these
texts and what they tell us about nearly a thousand years of medieval history. He
will trace the elaborate journeys which these exceptionally precious artifacts have
made through time, showing how they have been copied, who has owned them
or lusted after them, how they have been embroiled in politics, and how they
have been regarded as objects of supreme beauty and as symbols of national
identity.
Thursday, November 2, 6:30pm
Tickets: $15; $10 for members; free for students with valid ID.
The exhibition Magnificent Gems: Medieval Treasure Bindings will open at 5:30 pm for program
attendees.

FAMILY
PROGRAM

Felted Fabulousness
Inspired by our exhibition, Magnificent Gems: Medieval Treasure Bindings, learn
to make your own gorgeous jewels from colorful felt. After seeing real life
diamonds, sapphires, emeralds, and pearls, families will create their own gems
from wool roving, using both wet and dry felting techniques. Use your felted
treasure to decorate items such as bookmarks, keychains or bracelets.
Saturday, October 21, 11 am–1 pm
Tickets: $20; $15 for members.
Each ticket is valid for one child and up to two adults; Program consists of a thirty
minute exhibition experience followed by a ninety minute art-making activity.
Materials included.
Appropriate for ages 6–12.

Organization and Sponsorship
Magnificent Gems: Medieval Treasure Bindings is organized by the Morgan Library & Museum,
New York. The curator of the exhibition at the Morgan is William M. Voelkle, Senior Research
Curator of Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts, the Morgan Library & Museum.
This exhibition is made possible by Caroline S. Bacon, Elizabeth A. R. and Ralph S. Brown, Jr.,
Salle Werner Vaughn, and other members of the Visiting Committee to the Department of
Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts, the B. H. Breslauer Foundation, and Susanna
Borghese.
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The programs of the Morgan Library & Museum are made possible with public funds from the
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council, and by the New
York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York
State Legislature.

The Morgan Library & Museum
A complex of buildings in the heart of New York City, the Morgan Library & Museum began as the
private library of financier Pierpont Morgan, one of the preeminent collectors and cultural
benefactors in the United States. Today it is a museum, independent research library, music
venue, architectural landmark, and historic site. A century after its founding, the Morgan
maintains a unique position in the cultural life of New York City and is considered one of its
greatest treasures. With the 2006 reopening of its newly renovated campus, designed by
renowned architect Renzo Piano, and the 2010 refurbishment of the original library, the Morgan
reaffirmed its role as an important repository for the history, art, and literature of Western
civilization from 4000 B.C. to the twenty-first century.
The Morgan Library & Museum
225 Madison Avenue, at 36th Street, New York, NY 10016-3405
212.685.0008
themorgan.org
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